Comparison of Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis and Magnetic Resonance Imaging for the Quantification of Fat Mass
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Abstract

Introduction: Body composition is a key determinant of health. Many methods, including bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA), are available to estimate body composition; however the validity of such methods varies greatly. The aim of this cross sectional study was to investigate the accuracy of the Tanita MC-180MA BIA machine in the quantification of fat mass through comparison with magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).

Methods: Ten young healthy volunteers (aged 24.4, SD 3.8 years) underwent BIA and MRI. Fat mass quantification was generated by the system software of the MC-180MA through the use of prediction equations and impedance data, and through the use of a bespoke application developed for use with MRI output. Fat mass results for the lower limbs and torso were analysed using correlation, t-test and Bland and Altman analysis.

Results: Strong correlation was observed however there was a significant difference between assessment methods for fat mass in the lower limb and in the lower limbs and torso combined (p=0.002 and p=0.013 respectively). Bland and Altman plots showed large limits of agreement spanning up to 54% of the overall mean and significant bias for measurement of fat mass in the lower limbs (2.2kg) and torso and lower limbs combined (2.6kg).

Conclusions: When compared to results obtained during MRI, BIA significantly underestimated fat mass. Overall, accuracy was poor and it can be concluded that BIA showed poor agreement with MRI in the quantification of fat mass.
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Introduction

Increased fat mass is related to the metabolic syndrome [1], cardiovascular disease [2], type two diabetes [3], and certain types of cancer [4,5] as well as increased mortality and morbidity [6]. Diseases associated with a high fat mass have also been shown to be present among those with increased body fat who have a normal BMI [2,7,8]. There is therefore an interest in the estimation of body composition, particularly body fat, in clinical settings.

There are many different methods used to estimate body composition. These techniques range from being simple and accessible, such as body mass index (BMI) to complex and expensive such as isotope dilution. All techniques used to estimate body composition can be broadly categorised into two groups, those suitable for routine clinical use, and those not suitable for routine clinical use. Common clinical tools used to estimate body composition such as skin fold thickness, BMI and waist hip ratio are useful, however their accuracy and repeatability have been shown to be low, particularly in untrained assessors [9], and when self reported [10].

Bioelectrical impedance analysis (BIA) is a cost effective, quick and safe method of assessing body composition. It has high repeatability [11] and unlike BMI and waist hip ratio, can provide information on body fat distribution. These advantages over other methods of assessing body composition have resulted in the routine use of BIA in clinical and research settings. The Tanita MC-180MA is an example of an eight-electrode multi frequency BIA machine that allows body fat mass to be estimated for each arm, each leg and the trunk.

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) can be used to measure body composition and has shown to be a valid, accurate method of fat quantification in animals [12] and humans [13] when compared with dissection. A number of imaging approaches can be taken to visualise fat in MRI. For example in T1-weighted MRI imaging, tissues with short T1 appear brightest or ‘hyperintense’. Fat has a very short T1 time and will appear as the brightest tissue in the image. In Dixon MRI imaging techniques separate fat and water images are generated, by exploiting differences in the precession frequency of fat and water in MRI. Whole body imaging is available on current MRI scanners, allowing these imaging techniques to generate high-resolution, multi-slice, head to toe images. However, whole body fat quantification is not yet a routinely available option and image
The validity of the Tanita MC-180MA in the estimation of body fat has previously been examined through comparison with dual X-ray absorptiometry (DXA) [15,16]. Results of these studies are inconsistent, reporting both underestimation and overestimation of body fat [15,16]. DXA is a valid measurement tool and is commonly used as a reference method, however concerns have been raised about the accuracy of using DXA to measure body fat in areas of high bone mass such as the thorax [17,18], for which MRI is believed to be a more optimal tool [19].

Browning et al. (2011) examined the validity of the MC-180MA through comparison with MRI [20], however only the abdominal area was included. Although the MC-180MA output includes a “visceral fat level” reading, the machine is not designed for the quantification of abdominal or visceral fat alone, but rather total thoracic fat mass. No study to date has compared quantification of fat mass between the MC-180MA and MRI. As BIA is used in a lot of clinical and research settings for the quantification of fat mass, there is a clear need to validate such measurements through comparison with MRI. This is the first study to investigate the accuracy of the Multi-Frequency Body Composition Analyser MC-180MA at quantifying fat mass through comparison with MRI.

**Material and Methods**

**Recruitment**

This study was conducted according to the guidelines laid down in the Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures were approved by the Joint Research Ethics Committee of the Adelaide and Meath Hospital incorporating the National Children’s Hospital and St. James's Hospital. Written informed consent and an MRI contraindications form were completed by all subjects and checked by the primary investigator and radiographer prior to any measurements being taken. Inclusion criteria were the ability to stand unaided and the ability to perform all pre-test instructions. Pre-test instructions as per the MC-180MA manufacturer guidelines were to fast for three hours prior to testing; refrain from excessive fluid intake for 12 hours prior to testing (i.e. not to drink more than usual); avoid strenuous exercise for 12 hours prior to testing; avoid alcoholic beverage consumption for 12 hours prior to testing; and void the bladder within 30 minutes prior to testing. These instructions were necessary to ensure participants were adequately but not over-hydrated since hydration status can affect bioelectrical impedance measurements [21]. Participants were excluded if they had any metal in their body, were pregnant or suffered from claustrophobia.

**Measurements**

This study was cross sectional in nature. Body height was measured to the nearest 0.2cm using a stadiometer (Seca Mod 220, Hamburg, Germany). Body weight (measured to the nearest 0.05kg) and fat mass were estimated using the Multi-Frequency Body Composition Analyser MC-180MA. Fat mass was also estimated using whole body MRI (3T Philips Achieva MRI Scanner, Philips Amsterdam, and The Netherlands). Participants were scanned in the supine position using an eight station whole body imaging protocol to achieve full body coverage. The sequence used was a T1-weighted, TFE sequence with water suppression (echo time=2.3 ms, repetition time=774 MS, WFS=1 pixel, flip angle 70 degrees, spectral presaturation inversion recovery (SPIR) water suppression, NSA=2, integrated body coil). This weighting ensures that body fat is shown as hyperintense in comparison with body water and all else black (Figure 1). These binary images could be further manually edited by the operator to cut out remaining bright pixels associated with bone marrow. The total fat volume with a region of interest was calculated by a simple count of the total number of voxels above threshold in that region.

In this study comparisons were made between fat mass estimates of the torso and lower limbs obtained by the MC-180MA and those obtained by MRI. Fat mass of the arms was not analysed since they were close to the edge of the MRI image bore, which leads to poor image quality. Due to their position a strong banding artefact can be present on the arms, which can lead to errors in the estimation of fat mass. The arms were therefore excluded from analysis. The torso was defined as from the upper level of the shoulders to the head of the femur. The lower limbs were defined as below the level of the head of the femur. The MRI output was fat volume per defined area (i.e. torso and lower limbs). Fat mass was subsequently estimated from fat volume by using a fat density estimate of 0.9g/cm³. MRI results were analysed by a trained medical physicist, who was blinded to the results from the bioelectrical impedance device.

**Statistical analysis**

Results were analysed using SPSS. Alpha of 0.05 was used to denote statistical significance. The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test was...
Pearson product moment correlation coefficients, or Spearman’s rho were calculated, where appropriate, to determine the association between measurements acquired with BIA and MRI where appropriate. Paired t tests or Wilcoxin tests were used to examine differences between results obtained with BIA and MRI. Finally, Bland and Altman plots were produced to test the agreement between results obtained. In Bland and Altman analysis, the bias was described as the mean difference in results between the measurement methods. The bias was compared to zero.

**Results**

Ten participants (eight female) were recruited and completed this study. The sample size is similar to other studies using MRI in the investigation of body composition, and was considered feasible given budgetary constraints. Participant characteristics are presented in Table 1. Fat mass estimated using BIA and MRI, as well as comparisons between these estimations are detailed in Table 2.

Table 2 shows strong correlations between MRI and BIA for fat mass in the torso, lower limbs and torso plus lower limbs. No significant difference was found between measurement methods for fat mass recorded for the torso. There were significant differences between measurement methods in fat mass results in the lower limbs and torso plus lower limbs combined. Bland and Altman plots (Figures 2-4) show significant bias whereby BIA consistently underestimated fat mass in the lower limbs and lower limbs plus torso. Furthermore limits of agreement were wide for all measurement areas, spanning 44% of the overall mean for the torso, 38% for the lower limbs and 54% for the limbs and torso combined. For the purpose of result interpretation, a difference in fat mass between methods of greater than 2kg for measurements taken of the torso and of the lower limbs was considered clinically significant. Between 30% and 40% of subjects had results outside of this recommendation. For measurement of fat at the torso, three subjects had differences between methods of greater than 2kg (Figure 2). For the lower limbs this was increased to four subjects (Figure 3). For the torso and lower limbs combined three subjects had a difference between methods of greater than 4kg (Figure 4).

**Discussion**

Results of this study have shown that overall the MC-180MA has poor accuracy in the quantification of fat mass. Large limits of agreement were seen in Bland Altman analysis with significant bias indicating that the MC-180MA can result in significant underestimation of fat mass. In the current study, limits of agreement spanned 6.9kg for the torso, 6.2kg for the lower limbs and 8.9kg for the torso and lower limbs combined. Since the average fat mass results in the torso and lower limbs was 8.25kg and 8.17kg respectively, the limits of agreement are considered to be very large.

With increasing evidence that body composition and in particular fat distribution plays an important role in health, several methods have become available to facilitate quick and cost effective estimation of body fat distribution. The MC-180MA is one such tool; however there is limited evidence to support the validity of this machine in the quantification of fat mass. This study compared fat mass estimated by the MC-180MA with that estimated using MRI.

Most studies to date examining the validity of various BIA machines have employed DXA as a reference assessment method [15,16,23-28]. Results of many of these studies have shown a tendency

---

Table 1: Participant characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>N=10 (8 female)</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height, cm</td>
<td>166.7</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight, kg</td>
<td>65.9</td>
<td>9.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BMI, kg.m⁻²</td>
<td>23.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Fat mass quantification results

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Torso</th>
<th>Lower Limb</th>
<th>Torso + Lower Limb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIA fat mass, kg</td>
<td>8.03</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>7.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRI fat mass, kg</td>
<td>8.46†</td>
<td>4.72</td>
<td>9.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>15.09†</td>
<td>2.46</td>
<td>17.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6.80</td>
<td>6.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T-test/Wilcoxin between methods, significance</td>
<td>p=0.284</td>
<td>p=0.002*</td>
<td>p=0.013*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bland and Altman, bias (limits of agreement)</td>
<td>0.4 (-3.0-3.9)</td>
<td>2.2* (-0.9-5.3)</td>
<td>2.6* (-1.8-7.1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* denotes statistical significance
† denotes non-normally distributed data
for BIA to underestimate fat mass [15,16,24-27]. There have also been reports of BIA showing no significant bias compared to DXA [23], and in some cases an overestimation of fat [15,25].

Few studies have compared BIA to MRI. There is a need for more work to be carried out comparing these two methods since there are clear differences between MRI and DXA as reference methods. Of those that have used MRI to validate BIA, Varady et al. (2007) investigated whole body composition [29] while others only investigated abdominal adiposity [20,30-32]. Similar to results from studies using DXA as a reference method, Varady et al. (2007) found significant underestimations of body fat with BIA [29]. Studies examining BIA as a tool to estimate abdominal adiposity reported that it was useful as a proxy for total abdominal adipose tissue measured by MRI, but not for visceral adiposity [20,30,32]. It is worth noting that the MC-180MA was not designed to measure visceral fat and the separate quantification of visceral fat by MRI was not an aim of this study, therefore we cannot comment on the accuracy of the MC-180MA in this regard.

Specific to the Tanita MC-180MA, three previous studies have examined the validity of fat mass measurement through comparison with either DXA [15,16] or MRI [20]. Leahy et al. (2012) found a significant underestimation of fat tissue mass by the MC-180MA when compared to DXA [15]. Interestingly, the underestimation was not consistent across all body segments or between sexes, with a significant underestimation of trunk fat mass among women, but a significant overestimation of trunk fat mass among men. Overall limits of agreements spanned 71% of the overall mean for men and 45% for women with a bias of 0.3kg and 1.7kg respectively. Nigam et al. (2013) investigated the validity of the MC-180MA to estimate fat mass in an Asian population (using the Asian specific equations developed for the MC-180MA) through comparison with DXA [16]. Results of this study also revealed an underestimation of fat mass with even greater bias (-5.4kg) and wider limits of agreement (139% of the overall mean). Results of the current study revealed biases lower than those reported by Leahy et al. (2012) and higher than those reported by Nigam et al. (2013). Limits of agreement were narrower than those reported by Nigam et al. (2013) and those reported for men by Leahy et al. (2012), but similar to those reported for women by Leahy et al. (2012). Differences in results observed are likely due to the difference in reference methods used (i.e. DXA rather than MRI) and populations examined. However despite methodological differences, all three aforementioned studies and the current study investigating the validity of the MC-180MA reported a significant underestimation of fat mass.

In the only study validating results of the MC-180MA through comparison with MRI, Browning et al. (2011) compared BMI, waist circumference, DXA and BIA to MRI measurements of abdominal adiposity [20]. Results were similar to those obtained in the present study with correlations between methods for total thoracic adiposity being high at r=0.89. Browning did not employ Bland and Altman analysis, however with regression analysis they concluded that the MC-180MA would be a useful correlate and proxy measure for total abdominal adipose tissue [20]. It is worth noting that Browning et al. (2011) used imaging of the abdomen only and only one MRI slice was used for analysis [20].

In this study, the accuracy of BIA was greater for adiposity deposited in the torso (bias of 0.4kg) than the lower limbs (bias of 2.2kg). This result highlights the advantages of segmental fat mass analysis, whereby results may be more valid for one segment than another. It is possible that, because the torso better resembles a cylindrical shape than the limbs BIA is more valid for use as a tool to estimate fat mass in this region, which accounts for a large proportion of the conductive mass but has little impedance [33]. Similar comparisons between body segments were made by Leahy et al. (2012), whose results conflicted with those found here; the MC-180MA was less accurate in measuring body fat % in the trunk region than the arms or legs [15]. The difference in results seen between the current study and that conducted by Leahy et al. when comparing body segments is likely attributable to the reference methods used.

There are several possible reasons for the disparity between results obtained from the MC-180MA and MRI in this study. Firstly, those obtained from the BIA are dependent on prediction equations and assumptions on hydration status. Although pre-measurement instructions were adhered to in this study it was not possible to ensure all participants were at the same hydration level. There is also some evidence to suggest that BIA is more suited to the measurement of subcutaneous fat than visceral fat [31]. It is possible that the ratio of visceral fat to total thoracic fat differed between participants, which may have explained some of the inaccuracy in results. Finally, the small number of participants in this study could be seen as a limitation as Bland and Altman analysis is suited to larger numbers [34], however the cost associated with whole body MRI prohibited a larger sample size.

A limitation of this study is that the MRI fat quantification technique used was not validated against another standard. While fat was clearly visualised in the MRI images, potential sources of error in the estimates of fat mass generated here do exist. As with all MRI techniques, images are subject to artefact and noise that can impact on quantitative measures. The arms, head and neck were excluded from analysis as a large number of artefacts occurred in these areas.

The imaging technique used does not reject fat in the bone marrow and this component of fat was edited out of the images before fat quantification. As the editing process is manual, it has the potential to introduce error. Furthermore, at fat boundaries, a partial volume effect can occur, whereby an entire voxel would be counted as fat even if it only partially overlapped the true fat volume.

Previous studies investigating the validity of BIA as a measure of fat mass have found that bias increased as the fat mass of the individual being examined increased [15,35,36]. In the current study, only one participant was overweight or obese (as categorised using BMI). With the exception of this individual, fat mass values were in the healthy range. Therefore the inaccuracy of reported fat mass quantification in this study cannot be attributed to participants having unhealthy quantities of body fat. Furthermore, the degree of error found in this study cannot be generalised to a population with an unhealthy BMI.

Consistent bias between methods leads us to conclude that the ability to assess body composition with the MC-180MA on an individual basis is limited. The results of this study support the view of other literature in the area, that BIA is not accurate in the quantification of fat mass. Other possible uses for BIA include the estimation of fat free mass [28] and the monitoring of changes in body composition for an individual or large groups, [26,37] for which the validity of BIA appears more promising.
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In light of the results of this and previous studies, it may be prudent for clinicians to examine the validity of the exact BIA tool used, especially for the quantification of fat mass. While BIA can give many results related to body composition in a matter of seconds, results of our study show that fat quantification may be underestimated. Giving that fat mass is a key determinant of health this is a cause for concern. Although results were more encouraging for fat mass measurement in the torso segment, which is the arguably the most important site for fat quantification, limits of agreement were still wide and 30% of subjects had differences in results between measurement tools of greater than 2kg.

This study demonstrates that the MC-180MA has limited accuracy in the quantification of fat mass for individuals where MRI is used as the reference standard and that BIA cannot be used as a proxy measure for MRI. High correlation between methods indicates good relative agreement, however absolute agreement between the methods was poor with limits of agreement spanning up to 54% of the mean. Results of this study lead us to question the validity of the MC-180MA in its quantification of fat mass for individuals.
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